Left-right asymmetry specification in amphioxus: review and prospects
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ABSTRACT Extant bilaterally symmetrical animals usually show asymmetry in the arrangement of their inner organs. However, the exaggerated left-right (LR) asymmetry in amphioxus represents a true peculiarity among them. The amphioxus larva shows completely disparate fates of left and right body sides, so that organs associated with pharynx are either positioned exclusively on the left or on the right side. Moreover, segmented paraxial structures such as muscle blocks and their neuronal innervation show offset arrangement between the sides making it difficult to propose any explanation or adaptivity to larval and adult life. First LR asymmetries can be traced back to an early embryonic period when morphological asymmetries are preceded by molecular asymmetries driven by the action of the Nodal signaling pathway. This review sums up recent advances in understanding LR asymmetry specification in amphioxus and proposes upstream events that may regulate asymmetric Nodal signaling. These events include the presence of the vertebrate-like LR organizer and a cilia-driven fluid flow that may be involved in the breaking of bilateral symmetry. The upstream pathways comprising the ion flux, Delta/Notch, Wnt/β-catenin and Wnt/PCP are hypothesized to regulate both formation of the LR organizer and expression of the downstream Nodal signaling pathway genes. These suggestions are in line with what we know from vertebrate and ambulacrarian LR axis specification and are directly testable by experimental manipulations. Thanks to the phylogenetic position of amphioxus, the proposed mechanisms may be helpful in understanding the evolution of LR axis specification across deuterostomes.
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Introduction

For vertebrate comparative morphologists, the cephalochordate amphioxus represents a true gem. Thanks to its body plan, amphioxus repeatedly exemplifies a starting point in the scenarios depicting evolution of certain vertebrate traits and, accordingly, a proxy for how the invertebrate ancestor of vertebrates may have looked like. Despite the shared body plan and its phylogenetic position as the earliest branching chordate taxon, amphioxus possesses a particular trait that often largely hinders direct comparison of certain organs and structures with their vertebrate counterparts or requires a great deal of creativity to assign them. This trait is exemplified by the extreme morphological asymmetry that affects development of many organs in the amphioxus body and that is unaffected in other animal lineages. All three amphioxus genera (Branchiostoma, Epigonichthys and Asymmetron) show prominent left-right (LR) asymmetry at larval and, to a lesser extent, also at adult stages demonstrating that this trait is inherent to the whole cephalochordate lineage (Holland and Holland, 2010, Igawa et al., 2017). Past researchers have either sought for an adaptive explanation, recapitulation of past evolutionary events or suggested that the amphioxus LR asymmetry is a developmental accident that has been retained early in evolution. Despite the various hypotheses proposing explanations for this extreme LR asymmetry, its molecular regulation has long been overlooked.

The past 20 years have been fruitful in dissecting mechanisms how directive LR asymmetry is established. Although many factors were shown to regulate the LR asymmetry including members of Wnt, Delta/Notch, Fibroblast growth factor, Hedgehog or Bone morphogenetic protein signaling pathways, the central pathway that is directly linked to LR axis specification in a plethora of animals is that involving Nodal. This pathway regulates LR axis by specifying the left side in vertebrates and tunicates (Morokuma et al., 2002, 2003). In amphioxus, however, the molecular regulation of LR axis specification is more complex and has long been elusive. This review summarizes recent advances in understanding LR axis specification in amphioxus and proposes upstream events that may regulate asymmetric Nodal signaling. These events include the presence of the vertebrate-like LR organizer and a cilia-driven fluid flow that may be involved in the breaking of bilateral symmetry. The upstream pathways comprising the ion flux, Delta/Notch, Wnt/β-catenin and Wnt/PCP are hypothesized to regulate both formation of the LR organizer and expression of the downstream Nodal signaling pathway genes. These suggestions are in line with what we know from vertebrate and ambulacrarian LR axis specification and are directly testable by experimental manipulations. Thanks to the phylogenetic position of amphioxus, the proposed mechanisms may be helpful in understanding the evolution of LR axis specification across deuterostomes.
Amphioxus morphological asymmetries

Morphological asymmetries of the amphioxus larva have been known since the first descriptions of amphioxus embryonic and larval development (Conklin, 1932, Hatschek, 1893, Willey, 1891), yet their profound presence in this animal has not stopped to fascinate researchers even nowadays. This has been caused by the fact that, unlike e.g. in vertebrates, the LR asymmetry in amphioxus affects development of the whole body, involving not only the internal, but also the external morphology.

LR asymmetry is most conspicuous at larval stages, especially affecting morphogenesis of paraxial structures and pharyngeal organs (Fig. 1). The body segments containing muscle blocks show offset arrangement with the left set positioned more anteriorly than the right set. Accordingly, the axons of peripheral nerves that innervate these segments, but also neurons within the neural tube, show comparable offset arrangement. Within the pharyngeal region, left and right sides undergo completely disparate fates. The mouth opens on the left side. The oral papilla differentiates from the left-sided epidermis anterior to the mouth. The precursor of the supposed homolog of the vertebrate anterior pituitary, the preoral pit, develops from the left endodermal pouch that fuses with the epidermis anterior to the mouth. The right endodermal pouch, on the other hand, gives rise to the cephalic coelom. The homolog of the vertebrate thyroid gland, the endostyle, develops from the right pharyngeal wall opposite to the mouth. The club-shaped gland, which is a tube with no clear vertebrate counterpart, surrounds the pharynx so that its glandular portion opens into the pharynx on the right side behind endostyle, while its afferent duct opens to the exterior below the mouth on the left side. The pharyngeal asymmetry is further underlined by the development of gill slits. In Branchiostoma, gill slits are sequentially added at the ventral midline but the anteriormost ones are subsequently shifted slightly towards the right side. In Asymmetron, on the other hand, the first gill slit develops slightly leftward from the midline (Holland and Holland, 2010). In addition, several small epidermal glands show asymmetric placement (van Wijhe, 1925) and the anus opens on the right side. The profound asymmetry in the pharyngeal region is, indeed, reflected by the associated musculature and innervation (Kaji et al., 2009, Yasui et al., 2014). Comparison of larval development between different species shows only subtle differences in the arrangement of the asymmetrically placed organs demonstrating that the larval asymmetry is a general feature of the amphioxus lineage (Holland and Holland, 2010).

During metamorphosis, the pharyngeal region undergoes massive rearrangements resulting in the partial restoration of the bilateral symmetry. However, some structures remain asymmetrically arranged or placed on one side until adulthood. Most prominent is the continued offset arrangement between left and right sides of the segmented organs including body musculature, central and peripheral nervous system, gill slits and gonads. Besides that, the hepatic diverticulum develops as the right-sided outgrowth of the digestive tract and in Asymmetron and Epigonichthys, only the right-sided gonads develop (Igawa et al., 2017).

First morphological signs of the LR asymmetry in amphioxus appear at mid-neurula stage with five pairs of somites, where the left set of somites shows a slight anterior shift as compared to the right set (Minguillon and Garcia-Fernandez, 2002, Soukup et al., 2015). The somitic asymmetry is further pronounced at the late...
neurula and subsequent stages and this asymmetry is mimicked by asymmetries in the neural tube and adjoining axons of peripheral nerves (Bardet et al., 2005, Candiani et al., 2006, Yasui et al., 1998). Late neurulae also show first asymmetrical expression of factors related to development of pharyngeal organs (Candiani et al., 2008, Venkatesh et al., 1999, Wang et al., 2002, Yu et al., 2002b, Zhang and Mao, 2010). Judging from these early morphological asymmetries, stages prior to the mid/late neurula are expected to exhibit LR asymmetry specification events.

Signaling pathways regulating amphioxus left-right asymmetry

Previous reports have found asymmetric expression of members of the LR asymmetry-specifying Nodal signaling pathway in amphioxus from early through hatching to mid-neurula stages (Le Petillon et al., 2013, Onai et al., 2010, Yasui et al., 2000, Yu et al., 2002a). The pathway involves factors expressed preferentially on the left side such as Nodal, its cofactor Gdf1/3 (Vg1), its repressor Lefty, and the downstream effector Pitx, and the Nodal repressor Cerberus acting on the right side. The change in the expression of Cerberus from bilateral to right-sided at late gastrula/early neurula stages is the first sign of break of the bilateral symmetry in amphioxus (Le Petillon et al., 2013, Onai et al., 2010), followed by the asymmetric expression of Lefty, Pitx, Nodal and Gdf1/3. Time-course experiments with a pharmacological inhibitor of Nodal signaling confirmed period spanning the early, hatching and mid-neurula stages as critical for the establishment of molecular and morphological asymmetries in amphioxus (Soukup et al., 2015). By analogy with vertebrates, a model has been proposed (Fig. 2A), wherein Cerberus inhibits Nodal on the right side, thus restricting action of the Nodal pathway to the left side. The left-sided activity of Nodal would in turn repress the left-sided expression of Cerberus, activate expression of Nodal, Gdf1/3, Lefty and Pitx and promote development of the left side. Lefty would act as a regulator of Nodal ligand activity by preventing it to trigger left-sided fate on the right side, while Pitx would convey the left side-specific morphogenesis (Soukup et al., 2015).

Recently, Li et al. (Li et al., 2017) have confirmed this model by deciphering the molecular interactions of members of this pathway using TALEN-mediated knock-out lines, mRNA injections and heat-shock promoter-driven overexpression experiments and showed that the Nodal signaling pathway acts to specify the left side in a similar fashion as in vertebrates. Knockout of Cerberus results in the ectopic right-sided expression of Nodal, Lefty and Pitx, while overexpression of Cerberus leads to loss of the left-sided expression of these factors. Overexpression of Nodal in turn represses the right-sided expression of Cerberus and activates ectopic right-sided expression of Lefty and Pitx, while pharmacological inhibition of Nodal signaling leads to bilateral expression of Cerberus and loss of Lefty and Pitx expression. Further gain- and loss-of-function experiments confirmed that Lefty acts as a feedback inhibitor of Nodal (Li et al., 2017). The way Nodal pathway works to specify the left side in amphioxus is in good agreement with what has been shown in vertebrates, with an exception that Pitx, the effector of Nodal pathway, feeds back to activate Nodal (Fig. 2A), which has not been found either in vertebrates or in echinoderms (Li et al., 2017). Whether this interaction buffers the antagonistic activity of Lefty on Nodal or whether it helps to sustain the expression of Nodal to larval stages to promote prolonged action of this pathway on the left side (see Schubert et al., 2005, Yu et al., 2002a) remains to be elucidated.

The molecular readouts of these gain- and loss-of-function experiments are reflected in the larval morphology. The larvae display left or
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**Fig. 1. Amphioxus larva exhibits a marked left-right asymmetry.** (A) Whole mount view at structures developing on the left side shows position of the mouth (m), the preoral pit (pp), the oral papilla (op) and the orifice of duct of the club-shaped gland (csg-d). (B) Optical section through the paraxial structures depicts the offset arrangement of borders between anterior-most muscle segments (ms) and axons of peripheral nerves (ax). (C) Horizontal optical section through the pharyngeal region shows position of the left-sided structures, such as the mouth (m) and the preoral pit (pp), and the right-sided structures such as the cephalic coelorn (cc), the endodystyle (en) and the glandular part of the club-shaped gland (csg-g). (D,E) Views from the median plane at left and right halves of a bisected pharynx (level of bisection indicated by a broken line in C) show left-sided placement of the mouth (m), the preoral pit (pp), the oral papilla (op) and the orifice of duct of the club-shaped gland (csg-d), and right-sided placement of the cephalic coelorn (cc), the endodystyle (en), the glandular part of the club-shaped gland (csg-g) and the first gill slit (1gs). Laminin (green channel) marks basal laminae, acetylated tubulin (magenta channel) marks cilia and axons of neurons; DAPI (blue channel) stains cell nuclei.
right isomerism depending on whether expression of the left side-determining Pitx becomes ectopically activated on the right side, or whether it becomes downregulated on the left side (Fig. 2B) (Li et al., 2017). Both phenotypes are unviable. Larvae exhibiting the left isomerism show duplication of mouth, preoral pit, ventral portion of endostyle and duct of the club-shaped gland, whereas larvae with right isomerism show duplication of cephalic coelom, endostyle and glandular portion of the club-shaped gland and both phenotypes also display symmetrization of body segments (Bertrand et al., 2015, Kaji et al., 2016, Li et al., 2017, Soukup et al., 2015). Indeed, symmetrization of body segments differs between larvae exhibiting the left or right isomerism, i.e. the symmetrization occurs according to the original position of the left or the right set of somites, respectively (Fig. 2B).

A marked difference between amphioxus and vertebrate LR axis development is related to the transcription factor FoxH, whose vertebrate orthologs are associated with Nodal signaling pathway by promoting the asymmetric signal through interactions with Smad2.

Fig. 2. Regulation of left-right (LR) asymmetry in amphioxus. (A) Specification of LR axis involves the initial interplay between Cerberus and Nodal factors. On the right side, expression of Cerberus represses triggering of the Nodal pathway. On the left side, Nodal activates its own expression and expression of its cofactor Gdf1/3, its antagonist Lefty and its agonist Pitx. The Nodal pathway further acts in concert with the Bmp pathway (through Bmp2/4) to specify the left side. Nodal and/or Bmp pathways inhibit FoxH on the left side rendering its expression to the right side. The differential specification of left and right sides leads to disparate determination through upregulation of the downstream organ-specific factors. Proposed interactions are marked blue. (B) Affection of pathways regulating LR asymmetry results in altered expression of Pitx and in phenotypes exhibiting isomerisms of body sides. Downregulation of Cerberus or Lefty or upregulation of Nodal leads to the ectopic expression of Pitx on the right side and subsequently in the left isomerism. Conversely, upregulation of Cerberus or Lefty or downregulation of Nodal (but also downregulation of Bmp signaling) results in the loss of Pitx expression and in subsequent right isomerism. (C) A model of spatio-temporal distribution of factors regulating LR asymmetry specification at neurula stages. LR asymmetry is broken by expression of Cerberus in right presomitic mesoderm and its inhibitory action on Nodal. This leads to specification of left and right sides by restriction of the Nodal signaling to the left side, where it interacts with the Bmp signaling. The Nodal pathway spreads from the left presomitic mesoderm to the adjacent endoderm and ectoderm, while expression of FoxH becomes restricted to the right side. Expression of Cerberus shifts from the right presomitic mesoderm to the ventral neural tube to further restrict the action of the Nodal signaling to the left side. The differential expression on left and right sides subsequently triggers asymmetric gene expression and asymmetric morphology.
and Smad4 and binding to asymmetric enhancers of **Nodal**, **Lefty2** and **Pitx2** genes (Adachi et al., 1999, Chen et al., 1997, Norris et al., 2002, Osada et al., 2000, Pogoda et al., 2000, Sajioh et al., 2000, Shiratori et al., 2001). In contrast to vertebrates, **FoxH** in amphioxus is expressed in the right ventral foregut and right somites from stages of the asymmetrical expression of **Nodal** onwards suggesting that FoxH may promote the right-sided morphogenesis (Soukup and Kozmik, manuscript submitted). Upon inhibition of the Nodal signaling, FoxH becomes ectopically expressed on the left side. FoxH thus seems to promote signaling of a yet unidentified pathway that regulates development of the right side, while Nodal activity is likely promoted through a different transcription factor, possibly a different Fox.

In vertebrates and in echinoderms, Bmp pathway interacts with Nodal pathway by either activating it or restricting it towards one side and these interactions may be stage and species specific (Chochron et al., 2007, Katsu et al., 2013, Luo and Su, 2012, Mine et al., 2008, Piedra and Ros, 2002, Schlange et al., 2002). In amphioxus, pharmacological inhibition of Bmp signaling at stages spanning LR asymmetry specification produces right-sided mirror image morphology in both paraxial and pharyngeal regions, thus phenocopying larvae upon inhibition of Nodal signaling (Fig. 2B, Soukup and Kozmik, manuscript submitted). Examination of expression patterns of Bmp ligands uncovered left-sided bias in the Bmp2/4 expression in the ventral foregut that temporarily coincides with the onset of the asymmetric expression of Nodal. Downregulation of Bmp signaling leads to loss of the left-sided expression of Bmp2/4, Nodal, Gdf13, Lefty and Pitx and to the ectopic expression of Cerberus and FoxH. Conversely, downregulation of Nodal signaling leads to loss of the Bmp2/4 expression, although the overall Bmp signaling activity remains unaffected (Soukup and Kozmik, manuscript submitted). Nonetheless, these experiments suggest that Bmp (possibly through Bmp2/4) and Nodal pathways act in concert to specify the left side.

To sum up the current state of knowledge into a model of LR axis specification in amphioxus (Fig. 2C), the initial break of the bilateral symmetry is provided by the asymmetric expression of **Cerberus** in the right presomitic mesoderm at the time, when **Nodal** is expressed symmetrically. The antagonistic action of **Cerberus on Nodal** on the right side restricts the activity of the Nodal signaling to the left presomitic mesoderm, from which the Nodal signal is transferred to the surrounding ectodermal and endodermal tissues. **Nodal** from the presomitic mesoderm forms a feedback loop with Bmp2/4 from the ventral foregut and either or both factors inhibit FoxH, whose expression is restricted to the right presomitic mesoderm and right anterior foregut. Expression of **Cerberus** shifts from right presomitic mesoderm to the floor plate, where, supposedly, it further restricts action of the Nodal signaling to the left side. From this moment on, each side develops side-specific morphologies through upregulation of downstream organ-specific factors under the influence of the positive Bmp2/4-Nodal-Pitx or the negative Bmp2/4-Nodal-FoxH signaling, respectively (Fig. 2A).

**Breaking of bilateral symmetry: towards identification of the left-right organizer**

While presence and function of the Nodal pathway in amphioxus confirms the widespread feature in LR axis establishment, events that take place prior to the asymmetric Nodal expression and are responsible for the initial break of the bilateral symmetry of the amphioxus embryo are generally far less clear. In vertebrates, breaking of the bilateral symmetry is linked with the function of a transient population of cells at the dorsal wall of the primitive gut, the LR organizer (LRO). Vertebrate LROs show a surprising morphological diversity, however they all possess cells with motile cilia that beat in a fashioned way and generate a leftward flow of the surrounding fluid (Blum et al., 2009, Hirokawa et al., 2006). This directional flow leads to local differences between left and right sides of LRO that trigger the side-specific expression of factors such as **Nodal** or **Cerberus** (Nakamura et al., 2012, Schweickert et al., 2010). Blum et al., (Blum et al., 2014a, Blum et al., 2009) have speculated that thanks to the comparable tissue context in amphioxus and vertebrate embryos, the vertebrate-like LRO could be found also in amphioxus. This is an interesting area of study since amphioxus shares a common body plan with vertebrates and often reflects prerequisites or primitive states of vertebrate characters. Thus, if we apply features of vertebrate LROs to the amphioxus system, the proposed amphioxus LRO should be 1) a population of ciliated cells located in the dorsal wall of archenteron that would eventually incorporate into the developing notochord, 2) in order to be functional, it should contain cells with posteriorly polarized and tilted cilia that beat in a fashioned style to generate the leftward flow, 3) the ciliated flow-generating cells should be surrounded by cells that are sensitive to the flow and that trigger laterality specifying signals, and 4) presence of the LRO should take place at time periods, when expression of Nodal changes from bilateral to left-sided. Reflecting these criteria, several hints have led to the proposition of presence of the LRO in amphioxus.

The archenteron in sea urchins possesses cells with posteriorly tilted cilia that are motile and that trigger asymmetric expression of Nodal (Takemoto et al., 2016, Tisler et al., 2016). This suggests that the cilia-driven LRO dates back to the common ancestor of deuterostomes, which in turn means that such organizer is expected to be present also in amphioxus. The archenteron in the amphioxus gastrula is, indeed, rich in monociliated cells (Hirakow and Kajita, 1991), suggesting a role in flow-mediated LR asymmetry specification, although their structure, position within the cells and motility are unknown. Studies dealing with the direct imaging of the cilia motility, measuring the fluid flow in the archenteron cavity or affecting ciliogenesis or cilia function are still awaited in amphioxus. Markers of motile cilia would help to identify the LRO, however FoxJ1, the master control gene for motile cilia (Yu et al., 2008), does not seem to be expressed in the dorsal roof of the amphioxus archenteron (Aldea et al., 2015), although stages of active LRO may have not been covered by this study. Unfortunately, other factors related to motile cilia, such as Dynemin heavy chain-9 or -11 (Left-right dynein) have not been studied in amphioxus. Besides the markers of motile cilia, intra-cellular antero-posterior allocation of planar cell polarity factors, such as Vangl, Prickle, Dvl or other factors would be most informative.

Yet, possibly the best markers of the proposed presence of LRO are the expression patterns of Nodal and Cerberus. Prior to the leftward flow, both factors are expressed bilaterally surrounding the population of cells with beating cilia. In amphioxus, Nodal and Cerberus are co-expressed on both left and right sides in the prospective somitic mesoderm at late gastrula and early neurula stages, while the median region destined to give rise to the anterior notochord is devoid of expression of both genes (Le Petillon et
al., 2013, Li et al., 2017, Soukup et al., 2015, Yu et al., 2002a). This is in perfect agreement with the LRO proposals suggesting that LRO may well be present in the dorsal roof of the amphioxus archenteron.

**Upstream pathways driving left-right asymmetry**

It has been suggested that employment of the LRO may not be the decisive step in the symmetry breakage in deuterostomes, as other mechanisms acting prior to or in parallel seem to contribute to the LR asymmetry specification (Blum et al., 2014b, Su, 2014, Vandenberg and Levin, 2013). In line with this argument, induction of asymmetric expression of Nodal would be a consequence rather than the cause of the symmetry breakage (Namigai et al., 2014). Since the initial pharmacological screen targeting proton pumps and ion channels in *Xenopus*, it has become clear that changes in the concentration of ions, and thus pH, may regulate LR asymmetry (Levin et al., 2002). Further pharmacological screens performed in zebrafish, sea squirt and sea urchin embryos confirmed the role of ion flux in LR asymmetric development as a shared character of deuterostomes (Hibino et al., 2006, Shimeld and Levin, 2006, Shu et al., 2007). Application of inhibitors of proton pumps (such as omeprazole or SCH28080) influences the incidence of reversed situs (flipping the left and right sides), left isomerism (duplication of the left side) or right isomerism (duplication of the right side) depending on the concentration of the agent and the species examined (Duboc et al., 2005, Hibino et al., 2006, Levin et al., 2002, Raya et al., 2004, Shimeld and Levin, 2006). Concordantly, application of these inhibitors results in LR phenotypes in the concentration-dependent manner also in amphioxus, suggesting that the ion flux plays similar role in LR axis establishment in this animal (Fig 3) (Bertrand et al., 2015).

How does the activity of ion channels relate to the LR asymmetry? The exact mechanisms are not fully understood and may
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**Fig. 3. The role of ion flux in left-right (LR) asymmetry.** (A,B) Inhibition of H⁺/K⁺-ATPase by omeprazole or SCH28080 leads to several LR phenotypes identified by the Pitx expression that marks the morphological left side. Besides normal morphology (left-sided Pitx expression), some larvae display left isomerism (left- and right-sided Pitx expression), right isomerism (no Pitx expression) or flipping of left and right sides (right-sided Pitx expression). Note the different morphology between omeprazole- and SCH28080-treated embryos. (C,D) Titers of omeprazole and SCH28080 show development of different LR phenotypes in a concentration-dependent manner. Treatments were performed from fertilization until open mouth stage when fixed.
be complex due to the fact that several ion channels supplying the cells with several different ions are involved in LR asymmetry specification and that inhibition of one ion channel potentially affects several downstream pathways (see the discrepancy in phenotypes and their frequency between omeprazole- and SCH28080-treated amphioxus embryos in Fig. 3). Moreover, the ion flux may be only temporal and highly stage-specific. Besides these uncertainties, the effect of proton pumps and ion channels on LR asymmetry seems to be twofold. In vertebrates, the production of ions is perceived by pathways, such as Delta/Notch, Wnt/β-catenin and Wnt/PCP that regulate both expression of LR axis-specifying genes and morphogenesis of the LRO (Raya et al., 2004, Walentek et al., 2012, Walentek et al., 2013). These pH-perceiving signaling pathways have been suggested to act in conjunction to drive the asymmetric gene expression. Mouse mutants for Delta-like1 or double mutants for Notch1 and Notch2 exhibit defects in laterality due to the loss of both earlier symmetric and later left-sided expression of Nodal (Krebs et al., 2003, Przemeck et al., 2003, Raya et al., 2003) and pharmacological inhibition of the Delta/Notch signaling in mouse results in loss of expression of Gdf1, Cerl2, but also Wnt3 around LRO (Kitajima et al., 2013). Notch signaling was also shown to directly regulate expression of Pitx2 in Xenopus and Cerberus ortholog (Charon) in zebrafish and downregulation of this pathway causes randomization of left and right sides and subsequent defects in organ situs (Gourronc et al., 2007, Raya et al., 2003, Sakano et al., 2010). Conversely, Wnt3 mouse mutants show displaced organs caused by the loss of expression of the Notch ligand Delta-like1 and loss of expression of Nodal (Nakaya et al., 2005). The flux generated by ion channels and proton pumps thus seems to be perceived by downstream signaling pathways to further regulate expression of laterality-specifying factors.

In parallel, the pH-perceiving pathways further control morphogenesis of the LRO. Pharmacological inhibition or knockdown of H+/K+-ATPase in Xenopus leads to alterations in expression of LR asymmetry-specifying factors, organ situs and the loss of the leftward flow (Walentek et al., 2012). Compromised leftward flow is due to the affection of the Wnt/β-catenin-regulated expression of the motile cilia-associated factor FoxJ1 and the Wnt/PCP-regulated antero-posterior polarization of cilia in the LRO (Walentek et al., 2012). Concordantly, in zebrafish, downregulation of Wnt/β-catenin signaling leads to shorter and fewer cilia in the LRO due to downregulation of FoxJa expression (Caron et al., 2012, Zhu et al., 2015). Apart from Wnt signaling, modulation of the Delta/Notch pathway also affects morphogenesis of the LRO, namely the ciliary length as reduction of Delta/Notch signaling produces shorter cilia, while its overactivation produces longer cilia (Lopes et al., 2010). Either shortening or lengthening of the cilia affects directionality and speed of the fluid flow and proper asymmetric expression of the Cerberus homolog Charon, pointing to the fine-tuning of the level of Delta/Notch signaling for proper LRO morphogenesis (Lopes et al., 2010).

Pathsways comprising H+/K+-ATPase, Delta/Notch, Wnt/β-catenin and Wnt/PCP seem to be a widespread link between the pre-LRO events and the asymmetric expression of Nodal. These pathways are likely directly associated with the formation of the LRO in vertebrates and their action is proposed to take place also in case of amphioxus (Fig. 4). In support for this proposal, H+/K+-ATPase has been implicated in the early steps of LR asymmetry specification in the sea urchin and pharmacological inhibition of this proton pump phenocopies inhibition of Delta/Notch signaling (Bessodes et al., 2012), suggesting that the role for H+/K+-ATPase acting through Delta/Notch signaling is a shared deuterostome character. Delta, Notch and several Wnt signaling members show expression in the dorsolateral archenteron in amphioxus at late gastrula and early neurula stages, although, indeed, careful examination of their expression at stages of the proposed LRO is pending (Holland et al., 2001, Rasmussen et al., 2007, Schubert et al., 2000, Wang et al., 2016, Yu et al., 2007). Long-period pharmacological inhibition of Delta/Notch signaling in amphioxus results in alteration of somitic development and the loss of larval body segmentation, although the effect on LR asymmetry is unknown due to inhibition of this pathway at stages of both LR asymmetry specification and separation of somites from archenteron (Onai et al., 2015). Nonetheless, given the presence of the ion flux prior to the occurrence of the LRO across deuterostomes and its use by amphioxus embryos, Delta/Notch, Wnt/β-catenin and Wnt/PCP are candidate pathways to regulate amphioxus LR asymmetry through establishment of LRO and activation of Cerberus and/or Nodal expression.

**Fig. 4. Early cues proposed to play role in left-right (LR) axis specification.** Early cues incorporate the proposed generation of ion flux produced by H+/K+-ATPase and other ion channels and its perception by Wnt/β-catenin, Wnt/PCP and Delta/Notch pathways to trigger asymmetric expression of Cerberus and/or Nodal. At the same time, these pathways likely regulate development of the LR organizer that further impacts on the asymmetric expression of Cerberus and/or Nodal. Blue color marks unverified but proposed features and interactions.
Prospects for amphioxus and implications for deuterostomes

Asymmetric morphology of the amphioxus larva is a peculiarity among extant animals. Yet, mechanisms underlying LR axis establishment in amphioxus have been deciphering only recently and the molecular pathways and cellular processes standing behind breaking of the bilateral symmetry are currently unknown. Several lines of evidence, stemming from comparison with vertebrate or ambulacrarian development as well as from gene expression studies in amphioxus, point to the presence of the LRO in amphioxus. As development of LRO is dependent on signaling from several pathways, concomitant identification of interactions between individual factors of these pathways will give a more thorough view at mechanisms standing behind LR axis specification in this animal. Research in amphioxus has long been hindered by difficulties in effective genetic manipulations. Although still difficult, recent advances in generating transgenic reporter and knockout lines seem to pave the way towards untangling not only aspects of LR axis establishment but also other aspects of amphioxus embryonic development (Kozmikova and Kozmik, 2015, Li et al., 2017).

Amphioxus represents an invertebrate relative of vertebrates and shares a common chordate body plan. At the same time, it belongs to the lineage that may be most informative for explaining the events that occurred after the dorso-ventral inversion. Mechanisms of LR asymmetry specification and LR axis establishment in amphioxus that await to be deciphered will therefore have a twofold impact: 1) compared with vertebrates to trace the invertebrate-to-vertebrate transition, and 2) compared with ambulacrarians to shed light on the dorso-ventral inversion.

One such example might be the relative position of the proposed LRO in the amphioxus body. If we deduce presence of LROs from expression patterns of Nodal orthologs, there seems to be a marked difference in their position across deuterostomes. While Nodal is expressed asymmetrically in the archenteron tip in sea urchin embryos, it is expressed at the posterior portion of the notochord close to the former position of blastopore in vertebrates. Judging from expression patterns of Nodal and Cerberus in the anterior part of the archenteron, the proposed amphioxus LRO resembles that of the sea urchin. The situation in amphioxus thus may reflect ancestral deuterostome state in positioning LROs, while the posteriorly placed LROs would be an evolutionary novelty of vertebrates (Tisler et al., 2016). In this scenario, amphioxus LRO would represent an intermediate step between the ambulacrarian and vertebrate LROs. In support for this argument, expression of Cerberus and Nodal in the dorso-lateral portions of the amphioxus archenteron with a lack of expression of these factors medially during early stages of LR specification is reminiscent of the situation in vertebrates. This suggests presence of a vertebrate-like rather than an ambulacrarian-like LRO in amphioxus. However, at the same time, the placement of the proposed LRO in amphioxus correlates spatially with the position of developing somites and pharynx, both of which display early and marked LR asymmetries. Placement of the LRO close to tissues that need to respond to side-specific cues can be advantageous in that the sidedness-determining signals may influence adjacent tissues directly and thus much faster, without the need of any long-range transfer that takes place in vertebrates, where the laterality signal is transferred from the LRO to the lateral plate mesoderm. This could be beneficial in case of need of rapid development and functionality of the feeding apparatus. Concordantly, the amphioxus larva is able to ingest and process food particles already at the age of one or two days reflecting the need of the rapid establishment of morphological LR asymmetries during very early larval stages.

This example represents just one comparative aspect of amphioxus LR axis establishment, but many more are awaited in the near future offering bright prospects for uncovering specificities as well as generalities of deuterostome LR asymmetry development. In this sense, identification of cues driving the asymmetric activity of LR axis specifying factors either directly through regulation of their expression (on/off) or indirectly through establishment of the LRO and the ciliary-mediated fluid flow (directionality of expression), would be most desired to understand the development and evolution of deuterostome LR axis establishment.
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